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世紀 三五W V VI V1I 1唖 政 X 小計(註V)
1 7 1 O O O 4 。 12(5) 
2 9 1 O 。 O 1 O 11(2) 
3 7 3 O O O O 。 10(3) 
4 4 O O O O 3 。 7(3) 
5 5 。 O O 1 1 O 7(2) 
6 4 O O 。 O 2 。 6(2) 
7 13 。 。 O 。 1 。 14(1) 
8 20 1 。 O 1 2 。 24(4) 
9 8 1 。 O O O O 9(1) 
10 8 1 O O O O O 9(1) 
11 17 1 7 4 O 2 O 31(14) 
12 17 1 。 。 O 1 O 19(2) 
13 30 8 O 2 O 2 。 42(12) 
14 66 12 O 1 。 2 。 81(15) 
15 115 57 51 15 4 1 O 243(128) 
16 343 229 102 38 5 4 O 721(378) 
17 157 94 54 40 9 4 1 359(202) 
18 109 49 27 12 3 7 O 207(98) 
19 58 1 。 。 。 1 。 60(2) 
20 709 24 10 4 5 2 。 754(45) 
言十 1706 484 251 116 28 40 1 2626(920) 
表2(a) 人間および動物関連の記述











































家屋や塀が揺れて倒れた VIから主に発生するから震度 VI B嗣2
VIを与える。
高層建物、塔などの周囲装飾物






瓦がぶっつけられる音がし が出てない場合はJMA震度VI VI B耐4
た。 程度に相当するから震度VIを
与える。
• 地上のすべての家屋が揺れ 建物全体が揺れる程度の振動た。 は震度Vであらわれるから震 V B帽5
• 
家屋が動いた。 度Vを与える。
• 家が少し動いた。 窓が揺れる程度の振動は震度e 窓が揺れた。 Nであらわれるから震度Nを N B-6 与えるD
表2(c) 指標及び自然物の変化との関連記述
記述類型 評価根拠 MM震度 根拠番号
- 地面が裂けて泉が湧いた。 震度vmで急斜面やぬれた土に
- 畑が裂けてそこに水が出た。 亀裂が生じ、震度区で大きな亀















- 土が陥没され、泉ができた。 上の C-lと同じ現象であるが、
- 河川の土が裂けた。 その程度が相対的に小さしりj¥ vn C聞3
- 池の水が泥水になった。 規模の現象であるため震度四
を与える。
• 土が大きく揺れた。 ただ揺れだけがあったことで• 




家震が動いた。 きいものが通過するころと同 W C-5 
• 山が倒れそうな音がした。 じ現象と見て震度IVを与える。• 大きな鼓のような音がした。• 
土が揺れた。 上の C-5に比べて棺対的に小
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ここで、 A:地震地域係数、 1:重要度係数、 C:動的係数、 R:応答修正係数、 fI:建物重量
地震地域係数Aと重要度係数Iは、表-3および4のように与えられている。
表-3 地震地域係数A
Seismic Relevant Region Seismic Zone 
Zone Factor (A) 
City Seoul， Inchon， Taejon， Pusan， Taeku， Ulsan， 
Kwangju 
I Kyong詳細do， South Kangwon-do， 0.11 
Province 
Chungchcongnam -do， Kyongsangbuk-do， 
Kyongsangnam -do， Chollabuk-do， North 
Chollanam -do 
I Province North Kangwonγ-do鳥，SouthChollanam-do科， Chc.吋:Ju'工-d 0.07 
表-4 重要度係数 i
Grade S 1 2 
Function 
and 8ize of 
Bui1ding 
faci1ities for storage and I arenas， sporting faci1ities， I For al 
treatment of hazardous I transportation facilities， I other 
materia1s with the tota1 floor I exhibition and convention I bui1dings 
area not 1ess than 1000m2， I facilities， and stores with the 
hospita1s， broadcasting stations， I tota1 floor area not 1ess than 
power p1ants， I 5000m2， 10dging faci1ities， 
te1egraph-te1ephone offices， I officete1s， dormitories and 
pub1ic service faci1ities and I apartment bui1dings with the 
faci1ities for the old and the I number of stories not 1ess than 
weak， apartment bui1dings with I 5.
the tota1 number of stories 











A = 0.11 
1 =1.2 
8=1.5 
T = 0.0731hn3/4 = 0.717(s) 







T = 0.02h = 0.42(s) 
Rt = 1.0 
Z=1.0 
ι= 0.2 ( 1次設計用) Co = 0.3 (2次設計用)
Ds=O.3 
V=ZRtCoW口 0.2W (1次設計用)
V = DsZRtCoW = 0.3W (2次設計用)
同じ終局強度設計となる韓国の0.039Wと日本の0.3Wを比較すると、日本の設計用荷重
は韓国の 7.7倍となる。




韓国の耐震設計法を IS03010に規定されている設計法と比較した f"Investigation on 
Relationship between Seismic Design Method in Korean Seismic Provisions and ISO" 












地震動を提案している。本研究 f"Analysis of a Steel Framed Structure Using Ca-






































2. "Investigation on Relationship between Seismic Design Method in Korean 
Seismic Provisions and ISO" by Sang Whan Han 





This chapter prescribes design earthquake load. Structures shall be designed with adequate strength 
to withstand the base shear， lateral seismic force， story shear， torsional moment， and overturning moment 
induced by earthquake loads and consideration shall be given to the story drift and building separation. 
1.2 Definitions of Terms and Notations 
(a) Terms 
① BASE is the level at which the earthquake motions are considered to be imparted to the 
structure. 
② BASE SHEAR is the tota1 design lateral force or shear at the base of a structure. 
③ SHEAR W ALL is a wall designed to resist lateral forces parallel to the plane of the wall. 
④ BEARING W ALL SYSTEM is a structural system that vertical and lateral loads are resisted 
by shear walls 
⑤ MOMENT RESISTING FRAME SYSTEM is a structural system that vertical and lateral 
loads are resisted by frames composed of beams and columns. 
⑥ DUAL SYSTEM is a ductile moment-resisting frame， taking more than 25% of the lateral loads， 
combined with shear walls or braced frames. 
⑦ BUILDING FRAME SYSTEM is essentially a space frame that provides support for vertical 
loads， combined with the shear walls and braces resisting latera1 loads. 
③ DUCTILE MOMENT RESISTING FRAME is a moment resisting frame specially detailed to 
provide ductile behavior and comply with the requirements given in Section 10 or Section 11. 
⑨ ORDINARY MOMENT RESISTING FRAME is a frame not meeting the requirements in 
Sections 10 or Section 1 for ductile behavior. 
⑬ BRACED FRAME is an essentia11y vertical truss system to resist lateral forces. 
⑪ LA TERAL SEISMIC FORCE is a lateral force distributed from the base shear to each floor . 
⑫ STORY DRIFT is the latera1 displacement of one level relative to the level above or below. 
⑬ NONSTRUCTURAL ELEMENTS are the components which are not part of the structural 
resist1ng system. 
(b) Symbols 
A Seismic zone factor 
Ae Cross -sectional紅白 insquare meters， of a shear wall parallel to the seismic load direction in 
the first story 
bc Column flange width 
C Dynamic coefficient 
Cp Dynamic coefficient for nonstructural components 
db : Beam depth 
dc : Column depth 
De The length of a shear wall， in meters， parallel to the seismic load direction in the first story 
ιAxial compressive stress in a column 
Fi : Lateral seismic force applied to level i 
F p Lateral seismic forces on a part of the structure. 
F x Lateral seismic force applied to level x 
F y Specified minimun yield strength 
F yb Yield strength of a beam 
F yc Yield strength of a column 
g Acceleration due to gravity 
hi， hx Height， in meters， above the base to level i， and x， respectively. 
hn : Height， in meters， above the base to the top floor of the bui1ding. 
1 Importance factor 
Mpz Sum of the beam moments framing into the column flanges at the connection when the shear 
strength of the panel zone under consideration reaches the value specified in Section 11.2 (3). 
R Response modification factor 
S Site coefficient for soil characteristics 
T Fundamenta1 period， in seconds， of vibration of the structure 
t Tota1 thickness of panel zone in joints. 
tcf : Thickness of column flange 
V Design base shear 
V x The design story shear in story x 
W The total seismic dead weight defined in Section 2.7 
Wi， Wx The portion of W located at or assigned to level i or x 
W p The total weight of a nonstructura1 element. 
Zb Plastic section modulus of a beam 
Zc Plastic section modulus of a column 
Ox Horizontal displacement at level x relative to the base due to applied lateral forces 
Oxe : Horizontal displacement at level x relative to the base obtained from the elastic analysis 
2. Design Base Shear 
2.1 Determination of design base shear 
V design base shear 
1 importance factor 
R response modification factor 
2.2 Seismic zone factor 
v=(平 )w
A seismic zone factor 
C dynamic coefficient 
W total seismic dead load 
(1) 
The seismic zone factor in Section 2.1 shall be determined from the fol1owing table in accordance with 
the seismic zone. 





City Seoul， Inchon， Taejon， Pusan ， Taeku， Ulsan， K wangju 
I Kyonggi-do， South Kangwon-do¥Chungcheongrram-do， 0.11 
Province Kyongsangbuk-do， Kyongsangnam-do， Chollabuk-do， 
North Chollanam-do *
E Province North Kangwon-do*紳， South Chollanam-do材料， Cheju-do 0.07 
家SouthKangwon-Do Youngwol， Chongseon， Samcheok， Kangnung， Tonghae， Wonju， Taebaek 
材NorthChollanam-Do Jangseong， Tamyang， Kokseong， Kulye， Janghung， Poseong， Yochon， Hwasun， 
Kwangyang， Naju， Yochon， Yosu， Sunchon 
**North Kangwon-Do Hongchon， Chulwon， Hwachon， Hoingseong， Pyongchang， Yanggu， 
Inje， Koseong， Yangyang， Chunchon， Sokcho 
判定SouthChollanam-Do Puan， Sinan， 羽Tando， Youngkwang， Jindo， Haenam， Youngam， Kangjin， 
Kohung， Hampyong， Mokpo 
2.3 Importance factor 
The importance factor in Section 2.1 shall be determined from the following table in accordance with 
the function， size of the building and the site location. 
Table 2. Importance factor 
Grade S 1 2 
facilities for storage and treatment of arenas， sporting facilities， 
hazardous materials with the total transportation facilities， 
Function 
floor area not less than 1000 mぺ exhibition and convention 
and Size 
hospitals， broadcasting stations， power facilities， and stores with the 
For al 
plants， telegraph -telephone offices， total floor訂 eanot less than 
of Building 
public service facilities and facilities for 5000 m2， lodging facilities， 
other 
the old and the weak， apartment officetels， do口nitoriesand 
buildings 
buildings with the total number of apartment buildings with the 
stories above the ground level not less number of stories not less 
than 15. than 5. 
Importance 
1.5 1.2 1.0 
Factor 
2.4 Dynamic coefficient 
The dynamic coefficient in Section 2.1 shall be determined from the following: 




T fundamental period of vibration， in seconds， of the s廿ucture
S site coefficient for soil characteristics 
(2) 
(b) The fundamental period of vibration of the structure， T， in Item (a) may be approximated from 
the following fo口nulae(3)， (4)， and (5) or may be ca1culated from the eigenvalue analysis. However， the 
value of T from the eigenvalue analysis shall not exceed 1.2 times the value obtained from the formulae 
(3)， (4)， and (5). 
T= 0.0853(hn)3/4 (steel moment resisting frames) (3) 
T口 0.0731(hn) 3/4 (reinforced concrete moment resisting frames) (4) 
T= 0.0488(hn)3/4 (al other buildings) (5) 
hn height， in meter， above the base to the top floor of the building 
Alternatively， the value of T for buildings with shear walls may be determined from the fo口nula(6). 
T= o.o743(hn)3/4/fAc (6) 
Ac口 ~Ae[O.2 十 (De/hn)2] 
where the value of De/ hn shal1 not exceed 0.9 . 
Ae Cross-sectional area， in square meters， of a shear wal1 parallel to the seismic load direction in 
the first story 
De the length， in meter， of a shear wall in the first story in the direction parallel to the applied 
forces. 
2.5 Site coefficient for soiI characteristics 
The site coefficient， S， in section 2.1， shall be determined in accordance with the following criteria. 
(a) The site coefficient， S， shall be determined according to the soil type from the following table. 
Table 3. Site coefficient for soil characteristics 












1.2 2.0 1.0 1.5 
(b) Soil profile type shall be selected in accordance with Table 4 and the classification of the soil 
shall be determined in accordance with Table 5. 
Table 4. Soil profiles 
TYPE DESCRIPTION 
A soil profile with either: 
(a) A rock-like material characterized by a shear-wave velocity not 
Sl less than 700m/s， or 
(b) Medium-dense to dense or medium-stiff to stif soil conditions， 
where soil dep出 isless than 60m 
S2 
A soil profile with predominantly medium-dense to dense or medium-
stif to stif soil conditions， where the soil depth not less than 60m 
S3 
A soi1 profile containing more than 6m of soft to medium-stiff clay 
but not more than 12m of soft clay 
S4 
A soil profile containing more than 12m of soft clay characterized by 
a shear wave velocity less than 150m/s 
Table 5. Classification of soil condition1•2 
SPT Relative 
Undrained Shear Wave 
Soil Condition Shear Strength Velocity N-index Density(%) 
(kgf/cm2) (m/sec) 
Roc1王 > 700 
very 
dense 
sand > 40 75 -100 
or 
clay > 24 > 3.0 hard 
dense sand 30 -40 65 -75 
or 
stiff clay 16 -24 2.0 3.0 
compact sand く 30 く 65
or 
loose clay く 16 く 2.0
1. When the soil profile consists of more than 2 types， the larger site coefficient should be 
applied. In locations where the soil condition are not c1ear， a qualified professional geologist 
certified by the Govemment can dete口ninethe soil condition. 
2. Even with the pile foundations lying on the rock bed， site condition shall be determined 
neglecting the effect of piles. 
2.6 Structural systems 
The response modification factor used in Section 2.1 shall be determined from the table 6 in 
accordance with the corresponding s廿ucturalsystem. 
Ductile Moment Resisting Frame or Dual System shall satisfy the detailing requirements of Section 10 
or Section 11. If not， itshal1 be c1assified to Ordinary Moment Resisting Frame. If a building has 
combinations of different structural systems， the value of R used in the design of any story shall be less 
than or equal to the value of R used in the given direction for the story above. However， this 
requirement needs not be applied to a story where the dead weight above that story is less than 10 
percent of the total dead weight of the structure. In the above table， boundary elements shall be 
considered to resist axial force and moment， while shear walls resist only shear force. And boundary 
elements shall satisfy the minimum requirement of columns. 
2.7 TotaI seismic dead weight 
The total seismic dead weight in fo口nula(1) of Section 2.1 shall be taken equal to the total weight of 
the structure and applicable portions of other components inc1uding partitions and permanent equipments. 
In storage and warehouse occupancies， 25 percent of the floor live load shall be applicable. 
Table 6. The response modification factors 
Structural System Vertical Seismic Resistance System 酔IRodesinpoeantsieon 
Factor(R) 
bA plBsoueapEdasp廿rI泊soi，undEcg SstelwfioWlrsatr ml 2as世l1c yl1pe ，s匂frtoevrsm ectlemdlem W司agIltoh r 
Reinforced Concrete Shear Wall 3.0 
resistance is opr robvraidced  by 
shear walls 
frames. 
pvMscyoresmotsiVtmcepIm adleintle Wt g oAaIRStsdhpuesap.maicpsn Seotceidtme1FuSsE rIsfnad ebmk Fnrrtela m lye 
Ductile Reinforced Concrete 5.0 
Moment Resisting Frame Steel 6.0 
Reinforced Concrete 3.5 
MOrodmineanq t Resisting Frame force resistance is 
pORreodsVims1dtaienzy d EbMy omDuenct ile or 
Steel 4.5 
Frames 
A DuDal ucStyilse teMmo: ment Reinforced Concrete Shear Wall and Steel Ductile 6.0 Moment Resisting Frame 
RDreOsvisidtiend g Frame shall be Reinforced Concrete Shear Wall and Reinforced 
provided which shall be Concrete Ductile Moment Resisting Frame 5.5 
cleapf able of restihste ing at 
ast 25% of 
Tproetsacl risbei d seismic forces. 
ismic force 
resistance lnis atlporn ovided by Steel Braced Frame and Ductile Moment Resisting the combination of the 4.5 
Ductile Moment Rweaislts ing or Frame 
Frame and shear 
braced合ame加
prirgoipdoitriteiso-n to their relative 
A B血sSupeiaspelcmdsoesdilnec Fng truftabfioFamr lcle y vase皿ypmcrsFeotOesmvlaip tyd回lsmewto担e目galm白ds-1. S 
Reinforced Concrete Shear Wall 4.0 
Braced Frame 3.5 
por obvridaced b企yasmhmea. r walls 
or braced 
Vertical Cantilever Type Structural obSsyesrtVeE m: 
(elevated water tank， control tower， observatory， silos， chimneys， stel tower etc.) 1.5 
Undefined System 3.0 
3. Lateral Seismic Force 










for T> 2.0 sec 
F x lateral seismic force at level x 
院，Wx weight at level i， x
hi， hx : the height from the base to level i， X 
V : base shear 
4. Story Shear 
The story shear in any story is obtained from the following formula: 
九=tFi 
where Vx shear in story X 
F i lateral seismic force at level i 
5. Horizontal Torsional Moment 
(8) 
The horizontal torsional moment shall be determined from the torsional moment resulting from the 
eccentricity between the centers of mass and stiffness plus an accidental torsional moment. In this case 
the accidental torsional moment shall be obtained by multiplying the lateral seismic force to the assumed 
accidental eccentricity corresponding to 5% of the plan dimension perpendicular to the direction of the 
load. 
6. Story Drift 
Story drift shall be less than 1.5% of story height， and story drift at each story is computed by the 
following fo口nula:
δx= Rδxe (9) 
where o x story drift in story x 
R response modification factor 
O xe story drift in story x from elastic analysis 
7. Building Separations 
All structures shall be separated from adjoining structures. Separation shall allow for the distance 
obtained from the following formula: 
dT V d12 + d22 (10) 
where， dT minimum distance between adjoining structures 
dl， d2 drift of a roof obtained from each adjoining structure in accordance with the formula in 
Section 6 
8. Nonstructural Element 
8.1 General. 
Permanent nonstructural components and their attachments， and the attachments for permanent 
equipment supported by a structure shall be designed to resist the total design seismic forces prescribed 
in Section 8.2. Floor-or roof-mounted equipment weighing less than 180kg are excluded. 
8.2 Lateral seismic force 
The lateral seismic force， F p， shall be determined from the following fonnula: 
Fp AICp Wp 
where， A seismic zone factor 
1 importance factor 
Cp dynamic coefficient for nonstructural element 
W p total weight of nonstructural element 
8.3 The seismic zone factor shall be determined from the Table 1 in Section 2.2. 
8.4 The importance factor shall be determined from the Table 2 in Section 2.2. 
(11) 
8.5 The dynamic coefficient Cp is for the rigidly connected equipment， and the corresponding values 
訂 eas follows: 
(a) Chimneys， trussed towers and tanks on legs， sign and billboards， 
exterior and interior omamentations and appendages …H ・H ・-…H ・H ・-…H ・H ・-…H ・H ・..…・・・……H ・H ・.2.00 
(b) All others ……H ・H ・..・H ・-…..・H ・. H ・-…H ・H ・. H ・..0.75 
8.6 Forces determined from the Section 8.2 shall be distributed in proportion to the mass distribution 
of the nonstructural elements. 
9. Irregular Structures 
9.1 Irregular structures， featured by vertical irregularities and/or plan irregularities， have significant 
physical discontinuities in configuration or in their lateral-force-resisting systems. 
9.2 Structures having any of the features listed in Table 7 sha11 be designated as having a vertical 
irregularity. Where no story drift under design lateral forces is greater than 1.3 times the story drift of 
the story above， the structure may be deemed not to have the structural irregularities of Type 1 
or 2 in Table 7. 
9.3 Structures having any of the features listed in Table 8 shall be designated as having a plan 
irregularity. 
9.4 Structures classified as Grade 2 in any seismic zone need to be evaluated only for vertical 
irregularities of Type 5 (Table 7) and plan irregularities of Type 1 (Table 8). 
Table 7. Vertica1 structural irregularities 
Irregularity Type 
1. Stiffness irregularity 
2. Weight irregularity 
3. Geometric irregularity 
4. In-plane discontinuity in 
lateral-force-resisting element 
5. Discontinuity in capacity 
Definition 
Stiffness irregularity shal1 be considered to exist where 
the lateral stiffness of a soft story is less than 70% of 
that in the story above or less than 80% of the average 
stiffness of the three stories above.. 
Weight irregularity shall be considered to exist where the 
effective weight of any story is more than 150% of the 
effective weight of an adjacent story. A roof that is 
lighter than the floor below need not be considered. 
Geometric irregularity shall be considered to exist where 
the horizontal dimension of the lateral-force-resisting 
system in any story is more than 130% of that in an 
adjacent story. Where the sum of projections of a 
penthouse is not greater than 1/8 times the plan area of 
the building structure， any penthouse not higher than 12m 
need not be considered. 
In-plane discontinuity shall be considered to exist where 
an in-plane offset of the lateral-load-resisting elements is 
greater than the length of those elements. 
Discontinuity in capacity shall be considered to exist 
where the strength of a weak story is less than 80% of 
that in the story above. The story strength is the total 
strength of al seismic-resisting elements sharing the 
story shear for the direction under consideration. 
Table 8. Plan Structural lrregularities 
lrregularity Type Definition 
Torsional irregularity shall be considered to exist when the 
maximum story drift， computed including accidental torsion， 
1. Torsional irregularity at one end of the structure transverse to an axis is more 
than 1.2 times the average of the story drifts of the two 
ends of the structure. 
Plan configurations of a structure and its 
lateral-force-resisting sysfem contain re-entrant corners， 
2. Re-entrant corners where both projections of the structure beyond a 
re-entrant corner are greater than 15% of the plan 
dimension of the structure in the given direction. 
Diaphragms with abrupt discontinuities or variations in 
stiffness， including those having cutout or open areas 
3. Diaphragm discontinuity greater than 50% of the gross enclosed area of the 
diaphragm， or changes in effective diaphragm stiffness of 
more than 50% from one story to the next. 
4. Out-of-plane offsets 
Discontinuities in a lateral force path， such as out-of-plane 
offsets of the vertical elements. 
The vertical lateral-load -resisting elements are not parallel 
5. Nonparallel systems to or symmetric about the maj or orthogonal axes of the 
lateral-force-resisting system. 
10. Ductile Moment Resisting Reinforced Concrete Frame 
Design and construction of ductile moment resisting reinforced concrete frames shal1 confo口nto the 
requirements in the Appendix A of "Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete using Strength 
Design Method" of Architectural Institute of Korea. 
11. Ductile Moment Resisting Steel Frame 
11.1 General 
Design and construction of ductile moment resisting steel frames shal1 confoロnto the requirements of 
the general code using the al10wable stress design method and to the requirements of this section. 
11.2 Beam -column connections 
(a) The beam-column connection shal1 be adequate to develop the lesser of the strength of the girder 
in flexure and the moment corresponding to development of the panel zone shear strength. 
(b) The beam-column connection may be considered to be adequate to develop the flexura1 strength 
of the girder if it conforms to the following: 
1. The flanges have ful1-penetration butt welds to the columns 
2. The girder web-to-column connection shal1 be capable of resisting the girder shear determined for 
the combination of gravity loads and the seismic shear forces which result from compliance with Item (a). 
This connection strength need not exceed that required to develop g:cavity loads plus response modification 
factor， R， times the girder shears resulting from the prescribed seismic forces. 
(c) Connection configurations utilizing welds or high-strength bolts not confoロningwith Item (b) may 
be used if they are verified to meet the criteria in Item (a) by test or calculation. Where conformance is 
shown by calculation， 125 percent of the strength of the connecting elements may be used. 
(d) For steel whose specified ultimate s廿engthis less than 1.5 times the specified yield strength， 
plastic hinges sha11 not form at locations in which the beam flange area has been reduced， such as for 
bolt holes. Bolted connections of flange plates of beam-column joints shal1 have the net-to-gross area 
ratio equal to or greater than 1.25 times the ratio of yield strength to minimum tensile strength. 
(e) Trusses may be used as horizontal members in ductile moment-resisting frame if the sum of the 
truss seismic force flexural strength exceeds the sum of the column seismic force flexural s廿ength
immediately above and below the truss by a factor of at least 1.25. For this determination the strengths 
of the members shal1 be reduced by the gravity load effects. In buildings of more than one story， the 
column axial stress shal1 not exceed 0 .4F y and the ratio of the unbraced column height to the least 
radius of gyration shall not exceed 60. The connection of the truss chords to the column shall develop the 
lesser of the fol1owing: 
1) The strength of the truss chord 
2) The chord force necessary to develop 125 percent of the flexural strength of the column 
11.3 Beam-column joint restraint 
(a) Where it can be shown that the columns remain elastic， the flanges of the columns need be 
laterally supported only at the level of the girder top flange. 
* origina1 
2 ZcCFycーソ二)/2 Z!Fyb> 1.25 
2 ZcCFycーん)/1.252Mμ> 1.25 
where 
ん theaxial compressive stress in a column 
F yb : the yield strength of the beam 
F yc : the yield strength of the column 
Z b the plastic section modulus of the beam 
Z c the plastic section modulus of the column 
(12) 
(13) 
Mpz the sum of beam moments when panel zone shear strength reaches the value specified in 
forτnula (14) 
where， 
F y : the yield strength 
b c : column flange width 
d b : beam depth 
dc : column depth 
r _ . 3br(;f 1 v = 0.55 Fydctl1十 C d l l .A. I dbdct J 
t : thetotal thickness of the joint panel zone inc1uding doubler plates 
tcf: the thickness of the column flange 
(14) 
2) The flexural strength of the column is at least 1.25 times the moment that corresponds to the panel 
zone shear strength. 
3) Girder flexural strength or panel zone strength will limit column stress under the load combination 
the yield strength of the column. 
4) The column will remain elastic under gravity loads plus R times the prescribed seismic forces. 
(b) Columns without lateral support transverse to a joint shall conform to the requirements with the 
considered as pin ended. The column stress sha11 be determined from gravity loads plus the lesser 
the following: 
1) R times the prescribed seismic forces. 
2) The forces corresponding to either 125 percent of the girder flexural strength or the shear strength 
the panel zone. 
The slendemess ratio for such columns shall not exceed 60. 
As truss frames the column sha11 be braced at each truss chord for lateral force equal to one percent 
the compression yield strength of the chord. 
(c) Abrupt changes in beam flange area are not permitted within possible plastic hinge regions of 
mornent-resistant frames. 
12. Dynamic Analysis Procedures 
Dynamic analysis procedure sha11 be used for the structures of Importance Grade S or 1， which 
to one of the following conditions: 
1) Regular structures with not less than either 70m in height or twenty one stories. 
2) Iregular s仕uctureswith not less than either 20m in height or six stories. 
12.1. The ground motion representation shall， as a minimum， be one having a 10 percent probability of 
exceeded in 50 years and may be one of the following. 
(a) An elastic design response spectrum cons廿uctedin accordance with the equivalent static procedure. 
(b) Ground motion time histories developed for the specific site shall be representative of actual 
motions. Response spectra from time histories shall approximate the site-specific design 
conforming to the equiva1ent lateral-force procedure. 
12.2. A mathematical model of the physical structure shall represent the spatial distribution of the 
and stiffness of the structure to an extent that is adequate for the calculation of the significant 
of its dynamic response. 
12.3. An elastic dynamic analysis of a structure utilizing the peak dynamic response of al modes 
a significant contribution to total structural response shall be used. Peak modal responses are 
ca1culated using the ordinates of the appropriate response spectrum curve which correspond to the modal 
period. Maximum modal contributions are combined in a statistical manner to obtain an approximate total 
structural response. 
A. It shall be demonstrated that for the modes considered， at least 90 percent of the participating mass 
of the structure is included in the ca1culation of response for each principal horizontal direction. 
(b) Story forces， story shears， displacements， member forces and base reactions for each mode shall be 
combined by recognized methods. If necessary， other methods with equivalent accuracy can be used. 
When three dimensional models are used for analysis， modal interaction effects shall be considered in the 
process of combining modal maxima. 
(c) When the design base shear ca1culated using dynamic analysis procedure for a given direction is 
less than that determined in accordance with the equivalent static procedure using the fundamental period 
scaled by multiplying the period described in Section 2.4(b)by the following factor， itshall be scaled up to 
the base shear corresponding to the scaled fundamental period. All corresponding response parameters， 
such as deflections， member forces and moments， shall be increased proportionally. 
1) 1.5 times for regular structures 
2) l.2 times for irregular structures 
(d) The analysis shall account for torsional effects， including accidental torsional effects as prescribed 
in Section 6.5. Where three ・-dimensionalmodels are used for analysis， effects of accidental torsion shall 
'be accounted for by appropriate adjustments in the model such as adjustment of mass locations， or by 
equivalent lateral force procedures. 
(e) Time-history analysis may be performed using the procedure based on an accepted principles of 
structural dynamics for analysis of the dynamic response of a structure at each increment of time when 
the base is subjected to a specific ground motion time history. 
(f) Dual system shall be designed to resist at least 25 percent of the design base shear solely by 
ductile moment resisting frames. 
Investigation on Relationship between Seismic Design Method in 
Korean Seismic Provisions and ISO 
Sang Whan Han 
Professor， Department of Architectural Engineering， Hanyang University， Seoul， Korea 
Abstract 
The Korean seismic design provision was developed in 1988. In present seismic design for 
building is compulsory in Korea. The seismicity of Korean peninsula is between low and 
moderate. Basically the Korean seismic provision was developed based on Uniform Building 
Code and ATC 3心6provision. The objective of this paper is to investigate the relationship 
between the seismic design method in Korean seismic provision and ISO 3010. This paper 
classifies the major parameters included in both provisions and compares them. The 
parameters considered in this study are seismic intensity， importance factor， seismic hazard zone 
factor， strength reduction factor， and spectral ordinates. Also the vertical distribution of 
seismic force and shear of two provisions is also investigated and compared. Based on the 
investigation it is concluded that the most prominent difference between these同'0provisions is 
the limit states under consideration. In ISO 3010 two limit states are explicitly considered 
which are for serviceability and ultimate. In Korean provision one limit state is considered 
which is ultimate limit state. However， the provision in progress of revision considers two 
limit states for operation and collapse prevention. 
1. Introduction 
The current Korean earthquake provision presents only minimum criteria for the protection of 
life safety in buildings subject to earthquakes. There are， of course， some provisions which 
allow buildings to resist earthquake without structural or nonstructural damage rather than life 
safety. In the general seismic design provisions， however， the target limit state is that buildings 
must resist the possible maximum earthquake without loss of life during its life time. 
In order to stipulate the earthquake resistant design procedure in Korea， the current building law， 
“Building Law Enforcement Ordinance and Detailed Structural Design Regulations，" has been 
developed in 1988. The Korean seismic earthquake provision is based on ATC 3-06 provision 
and UBC (Uniform Building Code). 
The following philosophy described in SEAOC“Blue Book" commentary is also valid to 
Korean seismic provisions since the provision is based on US seismic provisions. 
(1) Minor earthquakes should be resisted without structural or nonstructural damage 
(2) Moderate earthquakes should be resisted without significant structural damage but 
with some nonstructural damage 
(3) Severe earthquakes should be resisted without collapse ofthe structure. 
2. Earthquake Hazard of Korea 
The historical records of Korean earthquakes indicate that Korea had many seismic activities as 
shown in Fig. 1. Since recording the earthquake using modem recording instrument in 1970 
the Mt. Sokli earthquake四September，1978， (M= 5.2)， Hongsung earthquake-October， 1978， (M= 
5.0)， and Youngwal1 earthquake網December，1996 (M=4.5) have been recorded. Table 1 shows 
the合equencyof the occurrence of earthquake during a certain period of time in Korea. Also 
Table 2 shows the企equencyof earthquake occurrence during 1978-1995 according to 
magnitude. Fig.2 shows the place and magnitude of earthquake occurred during 1986-1996. 
Table 1 Ea此hquakerecords in Korea (based on human feeling) 
Date 
Occurrence/per 
Occu rren ce/yr. Remarks iod 
Three kingdoms AD2-917 99/916 0.1 the first record (AD 2) 
Korea dynasty 917 -1392 182/474 0.4 
Chosun dynasty 1392 -1904 1492/513 3 
九lodern 1905 -1995 456/91 5 the first seismograph 
instal1ed (1905) 
Table 2 Magnitudes and frequencies of recorded earthquakes (1978 -1995) 
時'Iagnitude Frequency Occurren ce/yr. Remarks 
6.5 < M < 7.0 喝 回 possible limit range 
6.0<M 4 0.2 
5.0く時I 19 1.1 
4.0く九f 133 7.4 
3.0く時f 152 8.4 
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3. Legislation and Revision in the Korean Seismic Design Provision 
Because of the complexity associated with large uncertainties of input load， strength， analysis 
model in seismic building design， most of seismic design provisions are based on the experience 
and engineering judgement obtained合ompast earthquakes. Due to the insufficient records of 
出epast earthquake information in Korea， the Korean seismic design provision has been 
developed based on ATC 3圃06provision and UBC. 
The Architectural Institute ofKorea (AIK) conducted the research to develop the seismic design 
provision for the ministry of Construction based on following concepts (Choi and Chung， 1992). 
1) Considering the current state of earthquake resistant design technology in Korea and the 
fact that the code is constituted for the first time in Korea， the design procedures should 
be simplified to a great extent. Thus， the application of more sophisticated and complex 
technologies such as the dynamic analysis and the consideration ofP-8 effect， etc.， that 
make less剛experiencedstructural engineers troublesome， are not included but substituted 
with more simplified methods such as the static equivalent analysis. The code can be 
improved in earthquake resistant design in the future. 
2) In order to avoid any serious impact on national economy， the scope of application of 
the first code is narrowed down to the important buildings such buildings which have 6 
floors or more as assembly hall， hospitals， communication centers， etc. 
Also it is notifシthatthe Korean provision is based on ultimate limit state. Thus， structures are 
designed using one design earthquake with the recurrence period of 475 year (seismic design 
load for ultimate limit state). Therefore， considering the design phi1osophy behind the 
provision as mentioned before structures designed in compliance to the current provision are 
expected not to collapse or threaten the life safety against the major earthquake. Behind this 
expectation it is also assumed that structures also perform satisfactorily against minor or 
moderate earthquakes if they are designed against one big design level earthquake for ultimate 
limit state. However， this assumption may be not appropriate based on current researches and 
experiences obtained企omrecent earthquakes. 
Because of the obscurity in current seismic design procedure the revision of the provision is in 
progress by the Korean ministry of Construction合om1997. The provision moves toward 
adopting the concept of Performance Based Design (PBSD). In this provision two design 
earthquakes are considered which has different leve1s. The level depends on limit states and the 
importance of bui1dings. Two limit states are considered in the revised provision which are limit 
states for operation and collapse prevention. 
4. Korean Seismic Provision 
The Korean seismic code utilizes the static equivalent analysis technique， which is 
advantageous in computational efforts and economy， and also dynamic analysis. The static 
equivalent analysis may be applied appropriately to regular buildings within certain height limit， 
which have simi1ar stiffnesses and masses between a司jacentmembers and floors. The Korean 
seismic design code urges to use the dynamic analysis in irregular bui1dings. 
4.1. Base Shear (V) 
Base shear induced by design level earthquake is determined by the following equation: 
v= AlSζ -
R 
、 ? ， ?????
where 
V : base shear， 
A : seismic zone factor， 
1 : important factor， 
C : dynamic coe百icient，
S : sitecoefficient for soil characteristics， 
R : response modification coe百icient，
W : effective weight of structure. Each factor is decided by the following concepts. 
1) Seismic Zone Factor (A) 
The seismic map in Korean provision is divided into three zones as shown in Table 3 and Figure 
3. The seismic zone factors in the provision， which are directly related to the maximum effective 
ground acceleration (EPA) ， were decided based on the historical and instrumental seismic 
records. 





Figure 3 The Seismic zone map in Korea 
(2) 
2) Importance factor (1) 
In Korean provision， importance of a building is decided by social and economic value of the 
building. Different values of important factors for the same importance are assigned to the city 
planning area and rural area in order to reflect the fact that the same ground shaking may cause 
more severe damage in the population concentrated urban area. Table 4 shows the values for 
important factors. 






Rural area 0.8 
???•• 
? 1.2 
3) Dynamic Coefficient (C) and Natural period (T) 
The natural period may be appropriately calculated based on formulations in ATC3-06 (Table 5). 
Dynamic coefficient represents the normalized response spectrum which can be calculated by 




where T and S denote natural period and soil profile coe百icientrespectively. The natural 
period (T) can be calculated by the equation in Table 5 or proper dynamic analysis. However 
the period obtained by dynamic analysis can not exceed the period calculated by the equation in 
Table 4 mu1tiplied by 1ユ
Table 5 Natural priods 
Steel moment 
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N atural period O.085h3/4 O.060h3/4 O.09h/ Jjj 
4) Soil Profile Coefficient (S) 
To consider the effects of soil characteristics to earthquake amplification， the site coefficients 
are classified into three categories as shown in Table 6. So丘soilhas larger value of soil factor 
than hard soil. To prevent the overestimation of design spectrum， an upper bound of CS is 
limited to 1.75. 
Table 6 SoiI facior 
Hard 長 Soft 
SoiI type 
S 
5) Response時'1odificationFactor (R) 
This factor accounts for ductility， damping， redundancy， and overstrength of the structure. The 
factors in ATC3-06 have adopted in the Korean provision with some modifications. 
4.2 Vertical Distribution of Base Shear and Story Shear 
The vertical distribution of the base shear calculated from Eq. 1 isobtained by the following 
equation. 
Fx = ~xh: 一一-
Z院hf
k=1.0 for T<1.0sec 
k=1.5 for 1.0 < T <2.0 sec 
k=2.0 for T>2.0sec 
where Fx : seismic force at story x 
~， Wx : weightほstoryi， x
hi， hx: the height企omthe base to story i， X
V : base Shear 
The story shear at the x-th floor is calculated by the following equation. 
Vx=L尺
I=X 
4.3 Torsional and Overturning Moment 
(3) 
(4) 
The torsional responses in building arise企omtwo sources: (1) eccentric torsional moment， and 
(2) additional torsional moment. 
The eccentric torsional moment arising企omeccentric distributions of mass and stiffness can be 
taken into account by determining the distance between the center of mass and sti飴les.The 
additional accidental torsional moment is also determined by assuming that the mass is 
displaced企omthe calculated center of mass in each direction a distance equal to five percent of 
the building dimension at白atlevel perpendicular to the direction of the force under 
consideration. 
The overtuming moments to be resisted are determined using those lateral seismic forces (凡)
which act on levels above the level under consideration as following equation. The reduction 
factor is applied in order to take into account the fact that the lateral seismic forces under 
consideration may not be imposed at once. 
Mx=ρ工~(hi -hx) (5) 
z=x 
where， p is equal to 1.0 for top 10 stories， 0.8 below the top 20 stories and is interpolated for 
top 1ト10stories. 
4.4P皿 s Effects， Story Drift Limitation and Building Separation 
Story drift is directly related to the non-structural damages of buildings. Excessive story dri立
causes the severe P-IJ. effect which should be considered in seismic design. In the Korean 
provision story dri設shouldbe less than 1.5% of story height as follows. 
え=ROxe云O.015hsx
whereδx: story dri武
δxe: story合出合omelastic analysis 
Adjacent structures should be separated away企omeach other by two times the sum of 
deformation of adjacent structures as follows. 
d > 2(d1 +d2) (6) 
where d : distance for building separation 
d1， d2: building deformation in adjacent buildings 
4.5 Dynamic Analysis 
For the important structures such as tal buildings (with more than 20 floors)， and structures 
with irregular configuration， a more sophisticated analysis methods such as medal analysis 
mode superposition method and direct integration method， are implicitly recommended to use in 
the provision. 
5. Comparison between the Seismic Provisions of ISO and Korea 
Tables 7.ト7.4show the relationship and difference between Korean and ISO seismic provisions. 
Most prominent difference is that two provisions use different limit states. However the revision 
of the Korean provision is in progress proceeded which will adopts two limit states for operation 
and collapse prevention. 
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Table 下1 Code Comparison 
Items ISO 3010 KOREAN 1988 KOREAN 1998 
1) to resist the minor earthquake without 
structural or nonstructural damage 
1) to prevent human injury 
2) to resist to moderate earthquake 
Basic Philosophy 2) to ensure continuity ofvital service 
without structural damage 
3) to minimize damage to proper句f
3) to resist m吋orearthquake without 
collapse or threatening on life safety 
1) Operationallevel 
1) Equivalent Lateral force procedure 
' Equivalent lateral procedure 
1) Earthquake Static analysis - Modal Analysis 2) Dynamic analysis (not well defined) 
2) Collapse Preventive level Analysis Method 2) Response Spectrum analysis 
. Response Spectrum analysis - Nonlinear dynamic response 3) Time history analysis 
. Time history analysis analysis 
開 Pushover analysis 
1) Serviceability limit state 
Ultimate limit state 
Operationallevel 
Limit State 
Collapse Preventive level 2) Ultimate limit state 
l… Effective Peak Ground acceleration(EPA) . Effect Peak Ground Velocity EPA，EPV Key Parameter . Peak Ground Acceleration 2 seismic zones -O.12g 2 seismic zones for Seismicity 
. Peak Ground Velocity -O.08g 
. Selection depends on avai1able data 
Dynatnic properties of supporting soil 
classify three soil conditions classi今5soil conditions 
Soil Condition layers of the structure should be 
(SI， S2， S3) SA，SB， SC，SD， SE investigated 
Table 7・.2 Code Comparison 
Items ISO 3010 KOREAN 1988 KOR主AN1998 
• Design Lateral F orce of ith level 





• Vertical distribution of Seismic force 2) for Moderate EQGM 
n F;=(w 正hx k )V 
尺，s αssrspOiLGj
Equivalent Static j=l 2ン~hi N ot described in detail 
Loading • Design Lateral Seismic Shear F orce 








Uu， U I 
Function of Function of consequence of fai1ure to c1assifシasthree categories according to 
1) target reliability for the human life and society the importance of building 
corresponding limit state 1) Special 1: the buildings 
Importance Load 2) representative actions for 
containing hazardous material， 
Factor corresponding limit state 
broadcasting station 
3) coefficients ofthe variation of 2) Grade 1: the buildings for 
seismic actlOn recovery after earthquake or with 
4) uncertainty associated with action large occupancy 










Table 7-3 Code Comparison 
ISO 3010 
for αu (4 categories) 
1) structures containing large quantities 
of hazardous material 
2) struchlres c10sely related to safety of 
the public 
3) structures with large occupancy 




1) structures for recovery of seismic 
hazard 
2) structures with high occupancy 
[I Urbanam 
I Rural訂ea
3) ordinary structures 
αdegree ofincapability ofthe I None 
expected use， inconvenience and 
~~rabili1:y 
maximum value β=1 
(Exception for extremely high seismic 
zone) 
Representative value of seisnlic ground 
motion intensity denoted by horizontal 
peak acceleration 
δ: 
ru: PGA for 500 yr. retum 
period 
r s : PGA for 20 yr. retum period 
account for ductility， acceptable 
deformation， hysteric 
characteristi cs， overstrength 
c1assified as zone 1 and 2 
Effective Peak Acceleration for 500 yr. 
retum peri od 
0.12g for zone 2 
0.08g for zone 1 
R (response modification factor): 
account for ductility， damping 
redundancy， overstrength 
KOREAN 1998 
same as above 
c1assified as two zones 
zone 1 and 2 
Operational 
Special: 200 yr. 
Grade 1: 100 yr. 
Grade I: 50 yr. 





Table 7-4 Code Comparison 




P = 1 for T = 0 
linear interpolation 
for 0云Tgzp
for ~'~ T豆Zρ= Po 
ρ=ん中 for T>え
C (Dynamic coefficient): 
C = ~_~1ぷ1.5
1.2.JT 
C.S ~ 1.75 
C=Ca 
Linear interpolation 
C = 2.5Ca 
C = Cv /T 
for T = 0 
for 0 < T < Ts 
for九<T<Ts 
for T > Ts 
Seismic Force 
Distribution 









伊'i: distribution of seismic shear force in 
elevation 
伊'i= 1 at base 
ー ???????
Gravity Load Wx' W;: gravity load at x， ithlevel Gi : gravity load at ith level 
Seismic Action 
Two horizontal components of ground 
motions are considered 
Each component of ground motions is 
considered separately 
Torsion considered considered 
Dynamic Analysis 
Procedure 
Response Spectrum analysis for 
linear or equivalent linear system 
time history analysis for linear or 
nonlinear system 
Not well described 











Analysis of a Steel Framed Structure Using Capacity Spectrum Method 
Kim， Jinkoo 
Assistant Professorラ Dept.of Architectural Engineeringラ
Sungkyunkwan Universityヲ Suwon，Korea 
1. Introduction 
Perfonnance-based seismic design provides insight into批 actualperfonnance of s加 C加resduring earthquakes， 
and requires engineers to design a structure to meet perfonnance objectives for multi・levelseismic loads. ln this 
regard血.eKorea 1¥位百stIyof Construction and Transportation and百leEarthquake Engineering Society of Korea 
estめ1isheda new guideline(9) for performance耐basedseismic design in 1997. ln註leguideline the seismic 
coefficients for construction of the design spectrum shown in Fig. 1 were provided for double performance 
levelsラ長mc註onaland collapse prevention performance levels， and for earthquakes wi也 variousrecurrence 
periods as shown in Table 1. 
In this study a stel会amedstructure was designed in accordance with the conventional single欄levelseismic 
design code， and was analyzed using capacity spectrum method to evaluate the nonlinear performance of the 
structure subjected ω仕lestrong earthquake load correspondingωthe collapse prevention perfonnance objective. 
百lemaximum inteトstory釧 twas compared with the performance criteria spec出edin the new guideline旬
check w hether the building strucぬredesigned in accordance with the conventional design code satisかthe
perfonnance criteria recommended by the new performanceゐasedseismic design guideline. 
T o 弔 Period (sec) 
Fig. 1 Design spectra 
Table l(a). Seismic coefficient Cα(zone 1 ) 
Perfonnance level Functional Col1apse prevention 
Recurrence period 
50 100 200 500 1000 2400 
(vears) 
主主ケ I Special I Sp配 ial
SA 0.036 0.051 0.066 0.0ω 0.126 0.180 
SB 0.044 0.063 0.080 0.110 0.154 0.220 
Sc 0.052 0.074 0.095 0.130 0.182 0.260 
SD 0.064 0.091 0.117 0.160 0.224 0.320 
SE 0.088 0.125 0.161 0.220 0.308 0.440 
Table l(b). Seismic coefficient Cυ(zone 1 ) 
Performance level Functional Col1apse prevention 
Recurrence period 
50 100 200 500 1000 2400 
ぷヶ I Special I Special 
SA 0.036 0.051 0.066 0.090 0.126 0.180 
SB 0.044 0.063 0.080 0.110 0.154 0.220 
Sc 0.072 0.103 0.131 0.180 0.252 0.360 
SD 0.092 0.131 0.168 0.230 0.322 0，41印
SE 0.148 0.211 0.270 0.370 0.518 0.740 
Table l(c). Seismic coefficient Cα(zone 11 ) 
Perfonnance level Functional Collapse prevention 
Recurrence period 
50 100 200 500 1000 24∞ 
二ホァ I Special H Special 
SA 0.02 0.0285 0.0365 0.05 0.07 0.1 
SB 0.028 0.0399 0.0511 0.07 0.098 0.14 
Sc 0.032 0.0456 0.0584 0.08 0.112 0.16 
SD 0.044 0.0627 0.0803 0.11 0.154 0.22 
SE 0.068 0.0969 0.1241 0.17 0.238 0.34 
F rni<Ti 
N Z;m ih 
、 ? ， ， ???? ?
? 、
Table l(d). Seismic coefficient Cv (zone 11 ) 
Performance level Functional Collapse prevention 
Recurrence period 
50 100 200 500 1000 2400 
よ立で!I I Special I Special 
吋
SA 0.02 0.0285 0.0365 0.05 0.07 0.1 
SB 0.028 0.0399 0.0511 0.07 0.098 0.14 
Sc 0.044 0.0627 0.0803 0.11 0.154 0.22 
SD 0.064 0.0912 0.1168 0.16 0.224 0.32 
SE 0.092 0.1311 0.1679 0.23 0.322 0.46 
2. Seismic performance evaluation by capacity spectrum method 
F orperfonnance-based seismic design the capacity of a structureωresist seismic loads needs to be eva1uated 
fust. This can e伍cientlybe carried out by the capacity spec加1mmethod (CS問.It is basica11y an approximate 
me血odwith the following significant simplifica世ons:百lefust is the transfonnation of the response of a 
mu1ti-degree圃Oιfreedom(MDOF) s飢1C知路加白紙 ofan equiva1ent single-degree-ofイreedom(SDOF)勾rstem.The 
second is the ca1culation of the response of the inelastic SDOF可rstembased on irぜonnationex佐acted企om
elastic response spec加un. Nevertheless it is considered ぉ aconvenient tool for evaluation of seismic 
perfonnance of a building s加C知resubjected to a s甘ongearthquake ground motion The genera1 procedure for 
the CSM is described in血.efollowing sections. 
2.1 Formation of a pushover curve 
The relationship between the base shear and仕letop stOIy displacement， which is genera1y called pushover 
curve or capacity curve， isobtained by grndually incおおingthe laternl loads appropriaぉlydistributed over也G
stories.百lereare many a1tβrnatives for the distribution of血ela臼ra1load. In出isstudy the capaci句rcurve was 
obtained by applying three different types of laternl seismic loads: 
1) FOIむes蹴 appliedin proportion ωthe product of story masses and the fundamen句1mode s柏戸 ofthe 
elastic model structure Y) 
where F i is the seismic story force in the i出 floor，m i is the mass of the i thfloor，争i1is the i th
component of the mode shape vector for the fundamental mode， V is the base shear， and N is the number of 
flors. 
2) The effect of the higher modes are considered by means of combination of the stOIy forむeof al modes 
using the SRSS method :(4) 
2 
Fi = ¥1 ~ 1 ';rム|争ijSα1・md (2) 
w here It ij is the 出 componentof the j th mode shape vector and 5 aj is the spectral acceleration 
corresponding to配 jthmode. 
3) Equivalent mode shape considering modal participation factors is utilized :(5) 
F milt 
N 








百lefrst method can be properly applied to a s加 C卸rein w hich the first mode dominaιtes the dynamic motion 
百lesecond and third methods have advantage that higher mode e能 ctcan be included in the estimation of 
seismic lateral load. 
2.2 Conversion to ADRS spectra 
Application of the capacity spec加untechnique requires that both註ledemand spectra and sむucturalcapacity 
curve be plotted in the spectral acceleration vs. spec加1displacement domainヲ which is known as 
acceleratiorトdisplacementresponse spectra (ADRS). To convert a response spectrum from the standard Sa vs. 
T format to ADRS format， it is necessruy to determine the value of 5 d for each point on the curve， 5 a 
組 d T. This can be done with the equation: 
Sd=(T 2/4冗 2)S~ (5) 
In order ωdevelop血ecapacity specな四1from也ecapacl句Tcurve， itis necessaryωdo a point by point 
converslOnωthe frst mode spectral coordinatβs. Any point V， 1R on the capacity curve is converted to the 










where r 1is the modal participation factor for the frst natural mode of the structure and t Rl is the roof level 
amplitude of the frst mode. The mathematical 叫 ressionsfor the modal mass coefi.cient M~ is as follows : 
百時 generalprocess of obtaining structural responses using CSM is described in Fig. 2. 
L1rof Pushover Curve 
時
A roo[ 九四e= 2:~
(a) Formation of capacity curve 
s t Capacity Structrum 
a 
Vb凶el Pushover Curve 
時
Li roo[ Sd 
(b) Transfonnぬonof capacity cぽveぬ capacityspectrum 
S S 予
T n S d 
(c) Trnnsformation of response spectrum匂 ADRSfonnat 
S. i 5%Eu凶 'icSpectrum
S 
1/1 
S dp S 4 
(d) Evaluation of perfonnance point 
Fig. 2 Process of seismic capacity evaluation using capacity spectrum method 
? ? ?
(8) 
2.3 Estimation of equivalent viscous damping ratio 
A bilinear representati'On 'Of the capacity spectrum， as described in Fig. 3， isneeded ωestimate the effective 
damping and approp白紙 reducti'On 'Of spectral demand. ATC-40 rec'Ommends that the area under the 'Origina1 
capacl守 curveand the equiva1ent bilinear curve be equa1 s'O tbat the energy ass'Ociated with each curve is the 
same. When the bilinear system underg'Oes inelastic acti'On at displacement 5 dp with c'Orresp'Onding accelerati'On 
equal ω 5ap，出，eeffective peri'Odヲ Tejf， isdetermined from the secant ('Or effective) stifnes at m似Imum
displacement 
Acceleration Capaゆ Spectrum
Fig. 3 Estimation of equivalent damping ratio 
立leequivalent visc:'Ous damping rati'O f'Or the yielding structure is determined企omthe energy dissipated by the 
hysteretic behavi'Ofフ ED， which is the area encl'Osed by the hysteresis l'O'Op at ma'rimum displacement， and the 
st'Ored potentia1 energy c'Orresponding to白，earea 'Of the shaded悦angle，Es :(lX2X6) 
21ED-2(5町 5dp-5φS叩)
~ 4n Es n5@5中 (9) 
If the inhe民ntvisc'Ous damping 'Of the structure is assumed t'O be s， then也，eeffective damping rati'O 'Of the 
svstem can be 'Obtainedぉ(1)(2)(6)
sejf= s + K seq 
、 ? ? ，
?
? ?? ????
where K is called the e茸iciencyfact'Or 'Or damping m'Odi:ficati'On factor which is equa1ωthe actua1 area 
encl'Osed by the hysteresis 1'O'Op divided by the l'O'Op area 'Of the c'Orresp'Onding perfect bilinear hysteretic system. 
百lefact'Or isselected 'On the basis 'Of eA"perience with particular structural勾rsおms.In this s知舟rthe fact'Or is









Fig. 4 10・sto.rymodel s柱ucture
3. Application to a framed structure 
3.1時10delstructure 
百lemodel s加lcturefor analysis， shown in Fig. 4， isa 10・storystβel framed structure designed旬 resist
graV1句Tand seismic loads. For gravity load uniform dead load of 540 kgf/cm2 and live load of 250 kgf/cm2 
were applied throughout the stories.百leyield s紅白sof the structural stel used is 2.4 tonf/cm2 and 3.3 tonf!cm2 
for beams and columnsフ respectively.The s紅ucturalanalysis and design was carried out using the program 
L位DASGEN.(8)百lesize of each selected structural member is tabulaぉdin Table 2， and the dynamic mo白l
characteristicsare shown in Table 3. 
Table 2 Sectional properties of血.emodel撤回加詑
Columns Columns 
Beams 
(Beams) Interior columns Exterior columns 
Cl(Bl) H4∞x400X13x21 H 344x348 xl0x16 H 40 x200 x8 x13 
C2(B2) H350x350x12X19 H 30 X300 XI0X15 日396xl99x7xl1
C3(B3) H344x354x16x16 日298x299x9X14 H 350 x175 x7 xl1 
Table 3 Dynamic cbaracteristics of註lemodel struct口氏
Mode 2 3 4 5 
Pぼiod(sec) .1.41 0.49 0.28 0.19 0.14 
Period ratio 
1.00 2.87 4.98 7.49 10.14 
(T1/T m) 
Modal participation 
1.34 0.51 0.30 0.22 耐0.16tactor 
Effective mass 77.54 1.68 4.28 2.23 1.53 
(%) 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Modal Displacement 
10 20 30 40 
Lateral Force (ton) 
50 
Fig. 5 sh'Ows the m'Ode shapes 'Obtained f'Or the three meth'Ods f'Or lateral l'Oad distributi'On menti'Oned ab'Ove， 
where辻canbe f'Ound that the m'Ode shape 'Obtained from SRSS and the equivalent m'Ode shape is alm'Ost 
iden註cal.H'Owever Fig. 6 indicates that the StOIy f'Orces民S叫ting企omthe SRSS meth'Od are higher than th'Ose 












Fig. 5 M'Ode sh却es Fig. 6 Seismic st'Ory f'Oぉes
3.2 Desi伊 spectrumand earthquake time history record 
Site-specific elぉticdesign resp'Onse spectrum was c'Onstructed as sh'Own in Fig. 7 in acc'Ordance with Fig. 1 
with the values C a and C v as sug抑制 inthe Seismic Design Guidelines Iiのf'Orearthquakes with recurrence 
peri'Od 'Of 2，400 years (c'Ollapse preventi'On perr'Ormance level f'Or special structure) and s'Oil守pe'Of SE' Based 
'On the design spec加出1位nehist'Ory民c'Ordsh'Own in Fig. 8 was generated using the program SIMQKE(lO) f'Or 
c'Omparis'On 'Of the static procedure with the n'Onlinear dynamic time hist'Ory analysis.官邸問sponsespec加 m
c'Onstructed from the time hist'Ory rec'Ord generated 金omthe design spec佐世nare pl'Oted in Fig. 7 al'Ong WIth 
the design spectrum. 
1.2 

































Fig. 8 Artificial ground excitation generated from the design spectrum 
3.3 Capacity spectrum 
The base shear圃ぬPstOIy displacement relationship shown in Fig. 9 was obtained with the lateral sta註cload 
gradually increぉeduntil the top story displacement reached 4% of the to凶 structureheight. In出isstudy， 
pushover analysis was carried out using DR.AIl'ふ2D+(11)program. Then this force-displacement relationship wぉ
transformed into the capacity spectrum of an equivalent SDOF system in ADRS format using the procedure 
men柱。nedpreviously.官邸 isplotぉdin Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10 Capacity叩e仰ヨFig. 9 Pushover cmves 
estimate the performance points the capacity specなumand the demand spec回 withvarious damping 
ratios are plo拭edsimultaneously in ADRS format. Fig. 1 and Table 4 p詑ser茸theprocess of es加mtionof也c
performance points for each lateral story force distribution method. 
displacement and acceleration obtained for the equivalent 
displacement and base shear for the original 乱のOFstructure induced from the results of the SDOF system 
using Eq. 6. The res叫tsfrom the由民edifferent lateral story forces were also compared in批 table，whe民社
3.4 Estimation of performance point 
To 
and the sysおmSDOF the shows 5 Table 
can be seen that the ωP story displacement obtained from the latβral load by SRSS combination of the mode 
shapes is the lowest while the base shear is the largest.在leopposite is true for the lateral loads constructed 
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Fig. 1 (b) Estimation of performance point 
(SRSS mode combination) 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
Spectral Dlsplacement (cm) 
Fig. 1 (c) Estimation of performance point 
(equivalent mode) 
Table 4(a) Evaluation of the 戸rfonnancepoints considering the 1st mode (unit: cm) 
Damping ratio 5di 5ai sef 
5 55.80 0.217 37.4 
10 43.25 0.202 37.0 
20 21.90 0.174 28.6 
30 16.30 0.162 21.3 
24.9 18.59 0.167 24.9 
Table 4(b) Evaluation of the perfonnance points considering SRSS mode combination (unit: cm) 
Damping ratio 5di 5ai s ef
5 57.45 0.238 37.3 
10 33.80 0.203 37.2 
20 21.05 0.183 31.8 
30 15.62 0.173 25β 
26.9 16.72 0.175 26.9 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 
Int・rstoryDrlft (% to story Helght) 10 20 3D 械aximumStory Displacement (cm) 
Table 4(c) Evaluation of性記 perfonnancepoints considering equivalent mode (unit: cm) 
Damping Iatio Sdi Sai s ef
コ 56.15 0.221 36.8 
10 43.25 0.202 37.6 
20 21.91 0.174 31.3 
30 16.32 0.162 25.6 
26.9 17.45 0.165 26.9 
Table 5 Structura1 responses for each method 
Perforrnance points MDOF sγstem Effective 
Method 
Disp(lcamce) ment Acceleration Disp(lcamce) ment Base shear 
damping 
(g) (tonf) (t~eff ) 
1st mode 18.59 0.167 24.85 56.70 24.9 
SRSS combination 16.72 0.175 23.19 66.07 26.9 
Equivalent mode 17.45 0.165 24.23 62.29 26.9 
3.5 Comparison with the results from tIme history analysis 
To perrorm nonlinear time histo:ry analysisラ thebehavior of model structure was simulated by using the 
Beam.四Columnelement of血，eDRAIN-2D+ program. It was assumed出athinge rotation takes place at the 
point-plastic hinge at element ends. Fig. 12 and 13 represent the maximum in伝子sto:ry宿泊 andthe maximum 
story displacements of the model s仕uctureobtained from仕lenonlinear static analysis and the nonlinear位ne
histo:ry analysis. Acco吋mg旬 theresults the displacements predicted from the SRSS mode combination for 
lateral load forms upper bound in lower stories， and forms lower bound in upper s旬riescompared with those 
predicted by the other two forms of static lateral loads. This can be expected considering the shape of the 
static laおra1load. It also can be noticed也atthe maximum sto:ry displacements predicted by CSM with出ree
句rpesof la鉛Ialload distribution are lower than those computed by time histo:ry analysis. However for 
inter-s旬:rydisplacementsラ althoughthe resul担金om出estatic nonlinear analysis are smaller than those from 
dynamic analysis in the lower storiesラ the opposite is true in the 叩perstories. 官1記e紅m出n凶1此teぽr.ト闘闘剛剛.刷輔叫
Fig. 12 indicate出atthe政uc加resatisfies the collapse prevention limit state prescribed in the reference(9)， 











Fig.12恥伝泊muminterstOly出泊 Fig. 13恥白血nurnstory displacernents 
4~ Conclusion 
In this study seismic perfonnance of a multi-story stel会amedesigned in accordence with current seismic 
code was evaluated for the earthquake load corresponding to the collapse prevention perfonnance 01ポctive.百le
capacity spectrum method with t註'e di能rentlateral load pa抗ernsw部 appliedto e可raluatβthenonlinear 
perfonnance of the model structure， and the results were compared with the time history analysis詑S叫t.Itwぉ
found that the model structure， although designed for the conventional single level earthquake load，ぉ抱m
enough margin for safe句Tfor the earthquake load of 2，400 year retum period (earthq拙 .elevel for collapse 
prevention perfonnance objective). It was also found that for the given model structure仕le詑sultsfrom the 
capacity spectrum method generally coinside well with those obtained 企omthe位nehis柱。yanalysis. 
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